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4• SCOLE Con[iguration - Equations of Motion
• Modeling Error Sources
• Approximate Solutions
• Comparison o[ Model Accuracy






Shuttle (and Reflector) Body
vl = (FI+ FI.Beam)Iml
Roll (and Pitch) Beam Bending
d2u I. d3u0 + El 0 d4u0 = n_l [pA0_t2O- C 0ds2dt ds 4 = f0.n6(S-Sn)
+ go,n d6 (s-s n)dsYaw Beam Torsion
4
I d2u¥+Cl d3u¥-c,l d2u) = n_- n6(S-S n)P Ydt 2 Yds2dt "¥_s2- = Ig*,
Beam Elongation









! Large A m plitude Deflection Effects
M_ "_
Nonl inea_/ . .y.. "......." ..
............Linear









• Exact Static Deflection
Approximates Low-Frequency Modes
• Nonlinear Kinematics
• Linearized State Space, Modal Model
• Classical Damping(Working Proportional)
O Extended to n-Body Network
73
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Motion Approaches Clamp-Clamped System
as Mode Number Increases
Accuracy Increases with Increasing
Mode Number





Approximation for Motion of
Singular Perturbatien Technique can
to Improve Approximate Solutions
be used
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Comparison of Modal Frequencies
EXACT FINITE 1KLRMENT
I ,278025624 .278 .277
2 ,313776751 .317 .314
3 ,812326353 ./2b .OU_
4 1.18366347 1.226 1.175
5 2.05047101 2.069 2.028
6 4.75561758 4.77 4.617
7 5.51248431 5.52 5.388
8 12.2598619 12.4 11.782
9 12.8877037 13.0 12.513
I0 23.5359367 24.2 14.670
11 24.2568205 24.7 22.968

















J Comparison of Modal Frequencies I


































Comparison of -Modal Frequencies
N
I BENDING
























A 3-Dimensional Beam Equation
) Includes Nonlinear Kinematics
• Makes No Small Angle Approximation





(s_ds)=R(s)_T(s)II dux/ds 1duy/ds ds
÷ d uz/d s
It follows_that the deflection vector of the beam is-
R(s)
and the direction cosine of the cross section axes is
given by-
[ :/ -d_/ds dO/ds 1
ds - T(s) d ds 0 -d d
[_-dO/ds d(1)/ds
The forces and moments applied to the beam are



























de = dO/ds ds
ql/dsJ
83
The incremental force can be related to delormation o!
the beam.
OR,s-ds,R,[!1IO°x/O l= ds- = T + T duy/dsduz/ds
F du_/dsl _ .. [Ol
' (IUzI OS ds JI
dF F(s+ds)
_-;= ds' - u ds -F'u +Fed's
Similarly, for the incremental moment..
dM
ds
m M T TdR 0 de d___F
u d'_ - Mu + Med--s+ ds
The equations of motion for the beam element are:
- T_ [dFds _-._ ] + TF
and
Io_2- _ o_ + ds _ + M
_4
The equations of motion [or tile beam element become-
m d-_-,2 Td---_u(T ds 0 )+ }_de +T F
I
0
lod2e _e de d[ M I ___]_=_2 = Io_ + _ u(TTddsR 0 )+M e d e
I
Where
as o )+ +M
I eds









m -- the mass per unit length
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For the case in which dellections are small and the
end o[ the beam is aligned with the inertial axes-
[00i°;°!]T z l+e- -dd0
rd_x,'_= c7 __,-^,___ i-_i
dR_ T[dUy/d s + O J = duv/ds +duz/ds 1 doz/ds L I J
R _Ro+u+ ds
O
The linearized equations become-
d',OI,0Ri: )+ Fe_-- _ +F+eF
d2e d dR O de dR _ )+F de
- e_+M
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For bending only. in a single plane the equations of
motion become those for the Timoshenko beam.
_x [d_m kGA( O + rxdt2 ds ds
_xl _x _d20 _ d Elxx - kGA O] =I- Mxlxx _ d's ds j (ds






_ EIX×d--_j + Fx
_7
Bernoulli-Euler Beam Equation with Kelvin-Voight
Damping
.... c6 .... "" 0EIB + + mo-
Allows Separation of Variables
Theoretical Basis for Damping
Locus of Modal Characteristics






Bernoulli-Euler Beam Equation with Proportional
Damping
Elu .... + C6" + mll = 0
Allows Separation of Variables for Pinned and
Infinite End Conditions
Lacks Theoretical Basis for Damping























m_ - -ClX- c2lxlx - kx
2




























Mode Configuration # I Configuration #2
1 .0016 .0013
2 .00 I 1 .0009
3 .00058
zi .00 I I
5 .00084
Nonlinear Damping is Evident for




Mass, Spring, Nonlinear Damper
m_ -- -clxlal_l b_ - kx













c (a+ b- 1 )lubA a+b- l
A(t)
1
c(a+b-I b(t + t o
I Nonlinear Da m ping--
1
A(n) = [ m ] a+-b- 1
.c (a+ b- 1 )iv b n
Where t+t o = n 2Tr w= [k/m] I/2III '























































..... " independent Modal/(











01 5 I0 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
Number o[ Modes
Concluding Remarks
The Accuracy of the Modal Characteristics of the
SCOLE Configuration were Examined Using Exact
and Approximate Solutions.
Sixty-Seven Modes are Required for a Static
Deflection Error of less than 1%, SCOLE Model
Requires Hundreds of Modes.
• Exact Solutions Encounter Numerical Difficulties.
Asymptotic Solutions in Combination with Limited
Exact Solutions Enable Generation of a Proof
Model with the Required Accuracy.
Damping Must be Incorporated into the Model






"It will never be possible to have the absolute
conviction before flight that a valid mathematical
model has been devised for a space vehicle.
.... we surely must make every effort to ensure that
failures do not come from inadequate analysis of
the best models available."
Peter Lik ins
1971
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